
Assured for enterprise is delivered by the Infacom corporate team. Our 
specialist trainers and experts regularly handle involved "many to 
many" collaboration challenges and our audiovisual team will ensure 
you have the correct hardware for professional collaboration. The 
facilitation we provide gives your teams the right technology and 
methodology for the work they need to do remotely. 

This package will continually improve the remote effectiveness 
of organisations and leaders to find how to achieve efficiency 
and autonomy to deliver collaboration capbility at scale. 

Enterprise-level assured deployment in partnership with your IT 
department and following company guidelines.

Company-wide universal login systems will be implemented for 
all users with your existing platforms if required.

Twice monthly collaboration clinics for company-wide drop-ins 
and problem-solving at scale for group learning and fast 
progression.

Unlimited remote leadership training for advanced collaborative 
working to inform, interact and inspire at the highest level.

Best practice webinars for rapid training and improvment at 
scale for CPD.

We will facilitate the development of working methods and 
process transfer within new remote platforms with a Focus on 
data sharing capabilities and efficiency.

Dry Run / Trial Runs / Session Preparation for client-facing and 
outbound meetings - test all set up with all users before 
meetings to ensure all can run smoothly.

Guide and assist in the creation of your standard operating 
procedure manuals and progression to best practice 
methodologies for hardware, software and systems then asess 
actual progress vs expected in program uptake.

Infacom professionals have a broad experience base that enables 
them to deliver a very high standard of remote collaboration 
support and training. They will upskill your teams to follow the 
best practice methodologies and help your team adapt their 
behaviour and adopt new practices for better collaboration.

Our team are trainers, change experts, tech-enabled, IT support 
solutions specialists, experienced meeting facilitators with the 
systems, experience and solutions to assure you can do what you 
need to do remotely, do it brilliantly, and conduct business more 
efficiently and productively.

Each of our packages provides access to the standard features, 
which includes:

We provide you with up to ten creator licenses and rapid 
training for your team leaders to drive collaboration. The 
assured package includes unlimited contributor and viewer 
licenses for your teams to work with as many others as you 
need, internal or external to the organisation. The set up of 
collaboration platform and all associated work is all done 
for you.

Nureva™ Span™ Infacom Assured Deployment

We survey all users to establish level of readiness (tech, 
experience, competency) to begin on-line meetings then run 
collaboration training to allow users to drop in and test, 
trial and learn how to work with the new remote systems. 
We troubleshoot to resolve all issues promptly.

Collaboration Training & Troubleshooting

We keep your team at the top of their game by consulting to 
understand successes and blockages. We regularly develop 
the remote user guide and assess performance against the 
targets then determine the improvements required.

Continual Improvement Consultations

Move your teams into the fast lane with enterprise wide 
real-time systems for collboration 
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Assured for Enterprise
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£4350pcm (paid quarterly or £5450 monthly)
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